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KT6506 RED LASER SIGHT

Kt6506 Laser Sight Kit includes: LS6506 Red Laser Sight,
1/3N Battery, Warning Label and Allen Wrenches
Mounting
-remove laser from package along with battery and allen wrenches. For orientation, sides are
always with laser/pistol pointed away from you (i.e. left side has aimshot logo and part
number on it). Check to make sure pistol is safe and unloaded.
-unscrew the two halves of the laser using the larger allen wrench (1.5mm) on the screws on
the right side. Separate the two halves. Insert the battery starting at a slight angle so it will
compress the spring with the positive terminal facing the top.
-To attach the laser to the pistol, start with the right side of the laser assembly and press
onto the trigger guard. The small “hook” should snap over the left side of the trigger guard.
-Place the left side of the assembly at an angle starting at the rear of the laser so that it
fits in the “hook” of the right side assembly and then close the two halves together. Insert
two screws from right side and tighten them with included 1.5mm allen wrench.
-Attach warning labels as shown
Adjustments
Use the included 1mm allen wrench to adjust windage and elevation to align laser with iron
sight on pistol (red dot should be on top of front sight) or adjust to suit your range/pistol
preferences. Elevation is adjusted via small allen under laser (clockwise rotation will move
laser point down). Windage is adjusted via small allen towards front of right side pressure
pad (clockwise rotation will move laser point to the right).
Operation
Press either of the side panels to activate laser. Press again to turn off laser. Ambidextrous
activation so either side will turn on or turn off laser.
Removal of Laser and replacement of batteries
Undo two larger allen screws on right side with included allen wrench. Remove left side
starting with front of laser. Press down on “hook” on trigger guard to remove right side of
laser housing. remove battery and replace with new battery (1/3N size also known as 2L76,
DL1/3N). Reassemble following step above.

DANGER

Attach Warning Label on other side
of pistol frame

Avoid Exposure Laser Radiation
Emitted From This Aperature

Laser Radiation - Avoid Direct Eye Exposure
Max Output: <5mW
Wavelength: 630-660nm
This product complies with
21 CFR chapter 1, subchapter J
Titan USA LLC
11770 Haynes Bridge Road, Alpharetta, GA 30009 U.S.A.
CLASS IIIa LASER PRODUCT
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(Install ONE 1/3N Battery with positive side up)

Ruger LCP shown for illustration purposes only
Always make sure pistol is unloaded and practice safe handling
of any firearm at all times!!

